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Code: SVIMA01-17

Year: 2017

Region: MAD - Dirección General de la Juventud
Name: BATANES I
Address: C/Camino de Batanes s/n, C.P. 28740, Rascafria, Madrid, España
Email: juan.sacedo@madrid.org

Phone Number: 912767503 / 912767519

URL: www.madrid.org/inforjoven
Project: ENVI - Environmental
Initial Date: 10/07/2017

Final Date: 23/07/2017

Min Age: 18

Max Age: 30

Total Places: 18
Male Places: 0

Vegetarian Places: 0

Female Places: 0

Disabled Places: 0

Extra Fee: 0 EUR

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Workcamps are a way of approaching the voluntary work, mainly from the coexistence in a group of youth involved in a project of social
dimension.
Participants are usually young people from different countries or regions, therefore coexistence is based on mutual respect and nondiscrimination for ideas and beliefs on sex, race or social origin.
Participation is entirely voluntary, however, as in every group, there are rules to be met that must be known before the enrolment. This
will permit that young people to experience life in group and life at the Community where they offer their voluntary service, to discover
different cultures as well as historical and socio-economic reality of a country or a specific region.
A WORKCAMP IS...
-Rules:A place of creation where respecting rules by all participants helps create an atmosphere of friendship, participation and
collaboration.
-Environment:One way to understand and integrate into the environment where the workcamp is run (through activities, excursions, etc.)
-Experience:A way to break away from routine activities and open up to new experiences.
-Work:Active and joint participation in a social service for the community where the workcamp is run.
-Entertainment:Enjoying novel, uncommon activities, as an alternative to typical holidays.
-Values:Experience of group life In contrast to the individualism by experiencing the values of group life. Acquisition of social values
(tolerance, solidarity,...)
-Willingness:A group of participants willing to live, work and play together an adapting to the group.
-Meeting:A meeting place of people from different backgrounds where their culture and customs are exchanged.
-Availability:A place where everything is done by all.
DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Historically, the Paular valley has been linked to the Batanes Estate as an industrial development model linked to sustainable use of
resources, such as the use of different hydraulic devices to harness water power. The proposed actions are intended to add value to the
remains of these infrastructures as well as other conservation measures. Tasks to be performed at "Los Batanes" estate: -Hydraulic
architecture, canals, ponds and mill: Removal and clearing of vegetation that hides and obstructs, thus favouring the preservation of
their traditional uses. Integration of these elements into the landscape to positively impact on their multiple functions (i.e. vegetation,
amphibians, watering and landscape). Reposition and replacement of lost elements to ensure their continuity. Enhancement of thematic
areas or zones planted with species used for paper manufacturing in the past to help to understand the use of various hydraulic devices.
- Trails: As a continuation of the work done in the previous workcamp, the roadbed will be strengthened, small runoffs will be corrected,
remains will be cleaned and silted water passages will be improved. - Landscape improvement: Adaptation and naturalization of wooded
areas on the estate under the guidance and supervision of National Park managers. - Create signs and/or explanatory panels: Industrial architecture of the estate - Species reservoir (amphibians, reptiles, birds) - Assess the possibility of conditioning elements that
may be used as a supplement to adapt the path for the blind. - Traditional walls: Continue rebuilding the stone perimeter fence to
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prevent uncontrolled entry of livestock, raising openings and improving putlog holes and gaps to help the transit of wildlife. Dissemination and preservation: In coordination with the managers of the natural area, to assist in the dissemination and awareness of
the environmental values of the area, and carry out tasks that help to its preservation. Take photographic pictures to prepare the annual
report.
COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Workshops and group leisure activities will be held. In addition, we will visit Segovia to discover the city.
ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
"Los Batanes" Youth Hostel (Rascafria-Madrid).
LOCATION:
Los Batanes Youth Hostel is located at Km 27.600 on M-604 road, 2 Km from Rascafría and 98 Km from Madrid, at the head of Lozoya
Valley, in the Sierra de Guadarrama National Park.
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:
TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
-From airport to Madrid city:
Metro. Line 8 to "Colombia" stop. Then, change to line 9 of metro in the "Mirasierra" direction. Get off at "Plaza de Castilla" station. Then
go to the underground bus-exchanger.
-From Madrid city to Rascafría:
By bus: At the Plaza de Castilla transport exchanger. (Metro Plaza Castilla, lines 1, 9 and 10).
Company: Continental Auto
Take bus line #194 Madrid-Rascafría.
Bus schedule:
Monday to Friday:at 10:00h, 14:00h and 18.00h
Saturday: at 8.00h and 18.00h.
Sunday: at 8.00h and 15.00h.
By car: Highway NI Burgos - 1 after Lozoyuela, take highway M-604 to the Lozoya Valley (Lozoya del Valle) and Rascafría, and 2 km
after the town of Rascafría, at the level of the Paular Monastery (Monasterio del Paular), take the road to the left by the Perdón bridge
(Puente del Perdón).
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:
LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English,Spanish
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